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During the first three months of 2019, investors had a lot to
cheer about as U.S. equity markets turned in their best
quarterly gains in nearly a
decade. This helped many of the
major indexes to recoup a good
portion of the losses that they
suffered in the final months of
2018.
For the quarter, the S&P index
rose slightly over 13%, marking
its best start to a year since 1998.
The Dow Jones Industrial
Average (DJIA) advanced an
equally impressive higher than
11% for the quarter. Gains for
the quarter were broad, and all
eleven S&P 500 sectors ended
higher for the quarter for the first
time since 2004. (Sources: Barron’s
4/11/2019, Wall Street Journal 3/3031/2019)

While many factors contribute to
strong equity gains, analysts feel
that much of the first quarter’s
rally was fueled by investors
reacting to central banks backing
off their previous plan of interest
rate hikes in favor of announcing
they will not raise interest rates
this year. Another major factor
cited as a reason behind the
increase was the fact that many
investors had stepped back into
equities after the late 2018
selloff.
On Friday March 29th, the last
business day of the quarter, the
yield on a 10-year Treasury U. S.
Note finished the day at 2.416%.

This was well below its 2018 year-end 2.684% yield. The
Wall Street Journal reported that for the quarter, yields,
which fall as bond prices rise, had
retreated around the world in the
quarter’s last weeks. While some
analysts are saying that the first
quarter’s gain puts equity markets
above their 2019 year-end
projections, others are quick to
point out that indexes are still
below the all-time highs reached in
2018. (Source: Wall Street Journal 3/3031/ 2019)

Global Economics
The new year brought investors a
different result than the end of
2018, with equities and credit
rallying strongly across the world.
Analysts felt the sell-off in equities
and credit in the final quarter of last
year was triggered predominantly
by concerns about; the potential for
a heightening of the trade war
between the US and China, worries
that higher interest rates could hurt
the US economy, and broader
uncertainties about a slowdown in
global growth.
For the first quarter and also
moving forward, global worries
kept many analysts in a state of
concern. China, one of the world’s
largest economies continues to
slow. China is in the midst of a
recession and according to the
National Bureau of Statistics
(NBS), Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) grew by 6.4% compared to
a year earlier, the weakest increase

since Q1 2009. “Growth in China could plummet to 2 percent
over the next decade — from the expected 6.0 to 6.5 percent
target this year”, predicted Capital’s Chief Asia Economist
Mark Williams at a conference in Singapore on March 5th.
Williams added, “China’s time as an emerging markets
outperformer is ending.” (Source: CNBC 3/6/2019)
Brexit, the United Kingdom (UK) leaving the European
Union (EU), is another major concern for investors. The
original vote to do this was in June of 2016 and it had a
deadline of March 2019. A delay has pushed this deadline
into the second quarter, so at the end of the first quarter
(which is when this report was written) Brexit is another
source of uncertainty.
Is the global slowdown a problem or only a pause? Global
economies are important to equity markets and so they are
something that investors will have to watch carefully in the
months ahead.

Interest Rates are Still Critical
During the Federal Reserve’s March two-day meeting, after
evaluating the health of the U.S. economy, as expected,
interest rates remained unchanged. After Chairman Jerome
Powell and other senior Fed officials reexamined old
assumptions for inflation, they cited, “stubbornly low
inflation” as the chief reason for shifting its direction from
its earlier plans to raise the key interest rate that influences
the cost of borrowing for businesses and consumers.
“We are almost 10 years deep into this expansion and
inflation is still not clearly meeting our target,” Powell said
in a press conference following the March meeting. He
added, “we are being patient” and, “if your models are not
working, take a wait-and-see approach.” (Source: MarketWatch
3/20/ 2019)

Investors now know that the central bank wants to see more
evidence — clear and overwhelming evidence — that
inflation is really heating up before it raises interest rates
again. The Fed’s current benchmark interest rate is at a range
of 2.25% to 2.5%, which is up from near zero as recently as
2015. To help put that in perspective, the current rate is still
quite low by historical standards.

Key Points
1.

Q1 started 2019 with strong returns for
equity investors.

2.

Yields on 10-year treasury notes declined
to 2.416% at the quarter’s end.

3.

Many global economies struggled in early
2019.

4.

The Fed said they do not currently plan to
raise interest rates in 2019.

5.

The U.S. economy could be showing signs
of a slowdown.

6.

Investors still need to still be very cautious
and watchful.

7.

Focus on your personal goals and call us
with any concerns.

They also indicated that it is predicted to be 1.9% in 2020
and 1.8% in 2021. (Source: The Balance 3/29/ 2019)
The Bureau of Labor Statistics has projected that the U.S.
unemployment rate will be 3.7% in 2019. They feel that it
will increase to 3.9% in 2021. (Source: The Balance 3/29/ 2019)
A weaker housing market and rising oil prices can put further
pressure on the overall U.S. economy. Although it is facing
some challenges, the U.S. economy is still the largest and
most important in the world. The U.S. economy represents
about 20% of total global output and it is still larger than
China’s economy. (Source: Focus Economics 3/26/ 2019)
Bloomberg reports that, “concerns that a recession is coming
are rising, with a quarter of all economists saying that a
slump is possible in the next 12 months.” Are we headed for
a recession? If so, what does that really mean. (Source:
Bloomberg 4/4/ 2019)

U.S. Economic Outlook
One of the most critical data points for the U.S. economy is
Gross Domestic Product, or GDP. This rate, which measures
the growth of the U. S. economy is expected to stay between
2% and 3% for 2019. The Federal Open Market Committee
at their March 21st meeting forecasted that the U.S. GDP’s
growth will slow down from 3% in 2018 to 2.1% in 2019.

Recession
After several years of growth, analysts and reporters on
nightly news and television stations are now cautioning that
the United States might be headed for a recession within the
next year. “The global economy is highly likely” to go into a
recession if the U.S. and China don’t reach a trade deal

within three months, Moody’s Analytics Chief Economist
Mark Zandi said on CNBC on April 2nd. (Source: CNBC 4/2/
2019)

For many, the word recession sounds scary and we defined
what a recession is in the following box. Recessions can be
mild, moderate or severe. The fact that the business cycle is
receding does not necessarily mean it will reduce to
dangerous levels. However, investors still need to prepare.
Even though recessions can be short-term events, there can
be longer term consequences from a period of economic
downturn. For example, higher unemployment can mean that
those people concerned or effected might be forced to delay
or stop saving for buying a home, pursuing educational
opportunities, or taking vacations. Businesses also can be
affected by recessions, because as consumers reduce or cut
their spending, small business profits start to decline and
large companies may put off investing in new ventures or
expansion.
Recessions can affect large companies by reducing their
revenues and earnings which in return could cause their stock
prices to go down. While recessions are a normal part of the
business cycle, there is no perfect way to predict how and
when a recession will occur or how long it will last. Whether
we are headed for a slowdown or a recession, one thing that
can be helpful to investors is to talk with their advisors about
their investment timeframes and risk tolerances to make sure
they are aligned with their investments.

Conclusion:
What should an investor consider?
With the recent rise in financial markets, the slowdown in
global growth, and Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell
now stressing a much more patient approach to monetary
policy, investors need to once again proceed with
caution. Completely avoiding market risk may not be
appropriate for most investors because today’s traditional
fixed rates might not help you achieve your desired goals.
Most investors are still attempting to build a plan that
includes risk awareness. Often, this can lead to safer but
lower returns. Traditionally, bonds have been a nice hedge
against market risk, but with interest rates still low, investors
must continue to be extremely cautious. With rates still
historically low, fixed rates may not be the best solution for
investors that want returns. Looking at your entire picture
can be a helpful exercise in determining your strategy.

We focus on your personal objectives and strategy.
During confusing times, it is always wise to create realistic
time horizons and return expectations for your own personal

situation and to adjust your investments accordingly. We try
to understand your personal commitments, so we can
categorize your investments into near- term, short- term and
longer- term.

Make sure you understand your risk/reward level.
Many investors use a risk/reward ratio to compare the
expected returns of an investment with the amount
of risk they must undertake to earn these returns. In
economics, you operate with the assumption that the greater
the risk an investor takes, the greater the reward they will
receive, if and only if the investment makes money. On the
other hand, if an investor only takes a small risk, they are
more likely to earn a small reward. If you have concerns
about your portfolio, then call us or bring them up at our
next meeting.

A skilled financial advisor can help
make your journey easier.

CAUTION in 2019
is still the principal
notion for investors.

Discuss any concerns with us.
Our advice is not one-size-fits-all. We will always consider
your feelings about risk and the markets and review your
unique financial situation when making recommendations. If
you would like to revisit your specific holdings or risk
tolerance, please call our office or bring it up at our next
scheduled meeting.

We pride ourselves in offering:
consistent and strong communication,
a schedule of regular client meetings, and
continuing education for every member of our team
on the issues that affect our clients.

Our goal is to understand your needs and then try to
create a plan to address those needs. We continually
monitor your portfolio. While we cannot control
financial markets or interest rates, we keep a
watchful eye on them. No one can predict the future
with complete accuracy, so we keep the lines of
communication open with you. Our primary
objective is to take the emotions out of investing. We
can discuss your specific situation at your next
review meeting or you can call to schedule an
appointment. As always, we appreciate the
opportunity to assist you with your financial
matters.

Complimentary Financial Check-up
If you are currently not a client of Elite Retirement Consultants, LLC, we would like to offer you a complimentary,
one-hour, private consultation with one of our professionals at absolutely no cost or obligation to you. To schedule
your financial check-up, please call Julia at (973) 729-2489 and she’d be happy to assist.
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